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SDS Statement Condemns Alianza Bond Loss
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business and economics fraternity,
will hold its first meeting of the
year tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Union
258. The election of second semes.
ter officers and plans for the regional conference to be held in
Albuquerque on March 8, 9, and
10 will be discussed.

By BOB STOREY
Members of the UNM chapter
of Students for a Democratic
Society yesterday issued a statement strongly condemning the
revocation of bond for leaders of
the Alianza land-grant gorup following the murder of a jailer last
week.
The statement, drafted by the
SDS coordinating committee and
approved .at a meeting of the
chapter last night, supported
northern New Mexico land-grant
leader Reies Lopez Tijerina and
his . followers.
THE STATEMENT charged

..

By NOOLEY REINHEARDT

Going Skiing? Taos? Red River?

Lobo Sport! Editor

For Reservations-Information-Tickets
Your Travel Number is

265-7611

Genuine Virginia
Smithfield Ham
1,29 ljl.

Fremont's
-A Sjlcciall)• Food Shop-

CoroiJado Center

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVER.JISERS.

298·5483

Clean clothes •••
••• last longer!
For Professional
DRY CLEANING

call 243-5671 today!

NEED SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT?
If you have mechanical abilities why not learn AIR CONDITIONING? Summer Employment is almost certain with salaries starting at $2.00-$2.50
per hour.
We will be offering a five week
course beginning Feb. 3. New
cars will be used. If your car
is to be used in the course the
Unit will be installed at cost.
Openings for 12-15 students.
Cost $40.00 for five consecutive Saturdays.

If the scantily-clad University
of Hawaii cheerleaders ever decide to .call UNM home, our
Chaparrals now know where they
will be most welcome.
The Chaparrals did Saturday
what a big ~ortion of the Las
Cruces Police Department might
not have been able to do-they
prevented a riot at the AggieLobo game.
Over 5000 Aggie fans fought
and squeezed their way into the
Las Cruces high sclwol gym determined to see Lobo blood and an
Aggie victory.
They brought over 1000 reddish-orange towels, similar to the
one coach Bob King clutches during each game, to try to upset
New Mexico morale.
But after one Chaparral performance, the fans were more interested in waving their towels
at our pep squad than trying to
disturb the Lobos in the slower
moments of the game.
As were the Chaparrals when
the Hawaiians came to town, the
.Aggie cheerleaders were booed
from their own floor in favor of a

Listen to KUNM

90.1 Mcs.
ART
SUPPLIES

Certificates offered upon completion of Course.

20% DISCOUNT
Shlva Oils e. Water Colars
Brushes- Canva~
Panels- Strekhed Canvas
Stretcher Bars & IMre

For further information call
344-0207

Transport Refrigeration
Co. Inc.

LANGEL'S
2510 Central S.E.
Across From J ohnsan Gym

We sell the best and service the rest

I

performance from the red-clad
dancers.
The NMS fans seemed awe·
struck. by the big-city girls and
were careful to throw their coins
and other objects well over the
girls when assaulting the Lobo
team and referees.
The Aggie fans joined their
cheerleaders only in singing the
school tight song and the standard
cheer of "all those in favor •••"
The remainder of the night the
game was the number-one interest, the Chaparrals number tw9,
the Lobo fans number three, and
the State cheerleaders number
four.
The Las Cruces Police Department turned out in extra force
for the much-anticipated game
and then watched in relief when
only minor outbreaks threatened.
The Chaparrals performed with
the Aggie pep band that played
the usual dancing songs for the
UNM girls. The band, however,
spent most of its time playing
the NMSU fight song.
Early in the game, "Who's
.Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf" was
the audience's :favorite song, but
its appeal slowly diminished.
Finally, the .Aggies f.lppeal for
anything was completely lost
when NMSU fans became dead
quiet and started filing out of the
small gym with two minutes still
left in the game.
They will probably be most interested in coming to see the
Chaparrals Feb. 7, rather than
the Aggies, in the second game
of the series.

Latin American Desk
Prof. Edwin Lieuwen of the history department will speak on
"U.S. Military Policy in Latin
America Today" at a meeting of
Latin .American Desk Wednesday,
Jan. 10, at 12:80 p.m. in room
231-A-C of the Union.

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

37¥'. 1't7

V ., 3

SERVICES
cellent accnracy. Straight typing (term
papers .tc.) Soc :per pue-;vou fornfah

paper. Paper furnished at one cent a

20% Discount
on lleauty Work
to University
Students-Faculty-staff
Appointments Only
Closro Mo·nd.~ll

-

.-

eLl/,.

E4Z-119J5
Regular 12.50 P·erm.anent,
Special at 8,50 · ' .

/

}
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rue.,.Jan.. 9-Sat.,.Jan .. 13

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
· $2.25 per semester

sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thlltll.
nights. 244-9451.
TYPEWRITER Saleo & Serri..., all
makes. 20 percent dillcount with this ad,
Free pickup and delivery. Open untu B
p.m.. on MondaY A thunday. E A E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243-0588.
HELP WANTED: 8 female students to
work 4 hours per clay, $1.65 per hr.
after training. Call 268-9972.
ROOM & liOARD
''TRANSFERRING to UNM? T.ry this for
llvingo. 20 meals a week, -color TV, maid
and lbum sen.ICe !or college students.
The College Inn, 803 .Ash Street, N.E.,
Phone 248-2881.''
FOR SAJ,E
FOR SALE: 4 drawer filing: cablnl!t. 4'4"
x 15" x 26u.. Excellent for class notes or
just about an:vthing. Phone 266·1669.
1/8-12.

CK RIDING
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Charges were dropped one day
later. when no evidence against
the two was found.
Kennedy said the SDS statement was also a notice of support
for a newly-formed group of
Spanish-American citizens on the
UNM campus called La Raza, or
the·Race.
A STATEMENT OF policy released last December by SDS supported the struggle of the Alianza
and groups of Spanish-Americans
like La Raza.
Efforts by Spanish-Americans
to have Spanish instituted as a
mandatory second language, to

recover thousands of acres of
northern New Mexico land, and to
gain equality in political, social
and economic affairs were supported.
.
KENNEDY SAID that a member of La Raza was at the SDS
meeting when the statement supporting the Alianza and con(lemning state officials was adopted.
He said La Raza has not asked
for SDS help in organizing, but
that SDS had friendly relations
with many of the members of the
group. SDS has a few members
who are Spanish-Americans, Kennedy said.

UNM Students with ID Cards Will Receive 25% Discount on
Horseback Riding Fridays.

By MELISSA HOW.ARD

299-7078

Four Hills Ranch Road SE

There is a dolly named Molly·,
Who saw this . ad, by golly!
"12 pies for a buck,
ain't that real luck?"
So she knew this deal was no folly.
She had pzcs for her folks,
And more /or her blokes,
at this" very fair rate-and her picture was . great
Which is why Molly is jolly-no jokes

NEW YEAR1SPHOTO SPECIAL
This Week and Next Week

12 2x3 Prints of your Class Picture
for $1.00

UNM PHOTO-Journalism 215

1
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Qualified approval of the popular-music-oriented programming
guidelines for KUNM, campus
FM radio station, has been ex
pressed by eight of the nine Radio Board members who voted the
guidelines last week.
Harry Joseph, station man1.1ger,
and other KUNM officials have declined comment on the new program plan, which calls for individual disc-jockey shows. Seventyfive per cent of the station's 70
broadcast hours a week will be
devoted to popular music, humor,
and rel1.1tcd programs.
CLASSICAL music will represent ten per cent, with the remaining 15 per cent of broadcast time
devoted to news, sports, news
specials, and programs pertinent
to UNM.
.
Journalism professor Tony Hillermf.ln, Radio Bo1.1rd chairman,
cast the only vote against the percentage guidelines. "I objected to
eliminating broadcasts of unique
material that the students otherwise might not hear, such as the
presentation last year of 'Macbird'," he said.
THE CLASSICAL music category could have been expanded to
include drama, opera, and musical
comedy programs, Hillerman said.
Dr. W1.1yne Bundy, another
faculty member of the board,
called the guidelines "the right
thing to do at this point" in an
attempt to present programs
which UNM students want to
hear.
"BEYOND setting up the guidewe can do nothing except wait to
see how it works out in a year's
time," Dr. Bundy said.
The board's third faculty member, Dr. Edwin Snapp, said, "We
should allow students who have
an idea of what the c1.1mpus wants
to outline and experiment with
a program!'
Several student members of Radio Board stressed the importance
of buil~ing up a campus-oriented
image for KUNM which would
directly reflect students' musical
tastes and would present the
UNM atmosphere in campus news
and feature reports. Individual
disc-jockey programs would pre· ·
'•

Coach King Talks
At Center Friday
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Special Rates to
Campus Organizations

Hay Rides
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KUNM G,uidelines
Get Tenta~ti·ve O,K
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1.1fter discovery 9f the murdered
body of Eulogio Sala:;;ar, a Tierra
Amarilla jailer and a prime witness 'against the group in the raid
case. ·
The SDS statement called the
actiol'ls by State l'olice Chief Joe
Black, Forest Service official's, and
New Mexico Senator Joseph Montoya "1.1 hate campaign, terrorism,
harassment, arid intimidation
against the Alianza.''
TIJERINA'S BROTHER Christobal and an· Ali~J.nza member,
Felix Martinez, were arrested by
State Police on Black's orders as
accessories to Salazar's murder.

EW

Vol. 71

Fill out the form to the
right and mail or bring to
the credit office. If you
wish, you may phone us
with the
information .---------~---.

1831, Ext. 210.

3

that Tijerim:t and his . gt•oup are
the victims of "a conspiracylegal and extra-legal-ordered by
the gringo power structure and
carried out by vandideros in' their
service."
James- A. Kennedy, a regionaL
representative of. the national
SDS organization, said the statement was drafted by Sam Perea, a
co-chairman of the local ·chapter,
TIJEIUNA and 20 of his followers were free on bail awaiting
trial on charges stemming from
the ill-fated raid on the Tierra
Amarilla, N.M. courthouse last ·
summer. Their 'bond ·was revoked

Our Sevelff'!.:.first Year of Editorial Freedom

Instant Credit available to responsible young
a d u I t s. No co-signers
needed!

needed to establish an
account by calling 298-

C(vl

v. 7/ -rw/:)5

WANT ADS
nPING WANTED: 7 )TS. ~for
students at Univ. North Carolina. Ex·

~~
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UNM basketball c o a c h Bob
King will speak about this year's
basketball program in an informal
discussion Friday between 11 :45
and 12:30 in the Alert Center, in
the northeast corner of the Union.
iJ:'he student discussions will be
held every Friday and will be
concerned with timely campus
happenings. Conducting the discussions wm be :faculty' administration, and student officials.

.'

sent this personalized, studentbased image, members felt.
"THE PRIMARY objective is
communication with students who
are paying for the station," John
Bakas explained at the Fridf.ly
meeting.
Ron Carter, a student member
of the board, voted in favor of
setting up the guidelines-, but
..·.
:'\
opposed the motion to authorize
I
.
the station to hire permanent,
salaried announcers. It is unfair
to ask students to pay for KUNM
through activity fees if it is just
like loc1.1l radio stations which
they can heat• fo1• free, Carter
said.
"TIIE idea behind the guidelines .
is good because they will change
the station to be in tune with
students' tastes. But I don't believe in spending student money
for something they can already
get," he continued.
The station should continue to
be operated on a volunteer basis,
Carter said. "When you have to
p1.1y student disc-jockeys for individual shows you limit the
THE OPERA will come to UNM for four nights,
amount of variety available in Jan. 11-14, with two operas by contemporary .Amerthe programing, and you limit ican composer Gian Menotti. Both operas will be
the number of people who c1.1n in English and will begin at 8:15p.m. in the Recital
work, and one of the main goals Hall. In the scene from the shorter production,
of "KUNM is to give students "The Death of the Bishop of Brindisi," the dying
bro1.1dcasting experience," he said.
"I don't think students are going to gain enough from the station to warrant the amount of
money they are paying for it, because I'm not sure the station can
be unqiue enough to compete with
local st1.1tions," he said.

1.·~.· · · · ·•·.· f

: 't
,I
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i

,.~
bishop is surrounded by children whom he helped
send to the Holy Land-and their deaths-in the
·Children's Crusade. The other, "The Medium," tells
the story of a medium who believes her own powers
to be occult and concludes with. a savage crime.

Former Naval Officer Claims
The Tonkin Reports Were False

Pornography

Hothon Will Hold
Group Discussion
"What Defines Pornography
and Should it be Subject to Cen·
sorship ?" will be the topic of a
panel discussion and feedback
session to be held at the Hozhon
coffee house, 11802 Central SE,
tonight at 7:80.
Pf.lrticipf.lting in the discussion
will be Willfam Eastlake, guest
lecturer at UNM and author of
the novel "Castle Keep": Rob Burton, editor of The Juggler; Henry
Weihofen, UNM law professor;
Richard Elllot, pastor at Luther
House; Dr. David Johnson, English professor; Fr. William Goe·
dert, Newman .Center director;
and Chuck Reynolds, Lobo staff
member• .Admission is free. ·
Moderator of the discussion will
be Carl Selinger of the law school.
There will be no admission
charge, and free coffee will be
available.
.Recent controversy over the
Juggler and the raid on the Yale
Street Grasshopper helped to
prompt the discussion.

NEW HAVEN, Conn. (CPS')
-A former U.S. naval officer has
accused the Johnson .Administration of giving "false information
to Congress" bout alleged North
Vietnamese attacks on U.S. destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin in
1964.
Reports of 1.1ttacks on U.S. destroyers Maddox and C. Turner
George later rel'iulted in Cngressional apprval of the "Gulf of
Tonkin resolution" which is often
used by the Administration as
legal justification for military actions in Viet Nam.
JOHN W. WHITE, a former officer aboard the U.S.S. Pine Islf.lnd, said in a letter to the New
H1.1ven Register that no torpedoes
or shells were fired at the Maddox,
.as the Administration claimed.
He sa.id the North Vietnamese
torpedo boats may have used harassing maneuvers. "I don't deny
there were boats in the area," he
told CPS, "just that they fired
torpedoes." ·
"I learned this," White wrote
in his lette1•, "by speaking to the
chief sonar man of the Maddox
who was in the sonar room during 'attack/ He told me that his
evaluation .of the sonar scope pictares was negf.ltive, meaning that
. no torpedoes were fired through
the water at the ship. He also
said he consistently reported this
to the commanding officer during

'attack.'"
"MY NAVAL experience as an
anti-submarine warfare officer officer makes it clear that a chief
sonar man's judgment. in such a
situation is more reliable than
that of anyone else· on the ship,
including the commanding officer.
No one is in a better position to
.know than the chief and in this
case his judgment was that there
was no attack," White's letter
said.
In 1964, after President Johnson announced that air strikes
against North Vietnamese ships
and land installations were being
carried out in retaliation for
North Vietnamese torpedo attacks on the Maddox and the C.
Turner George, Congress passed
a resolution giving the president
the power "to take all necessary
mef.IStlres to repel any armed attack against the forces of the
United States and to prevent
further 1.1ggression.''
.A PENTAGON spokesman said
Wednesday that the defense department has no reason to change
that f.lccount, which says that
three torpedoes wllre fired at the
Maddox by "PT-type boats,"
though none hit the ship. The report also says there was machine
gun fire directed at the ship.
The spokesman said the report
was based on observations of the
captain of the Maddox, who

·"must have seen the wake of the
torpedoes in the water.'' He said
the sonar scope could have failed
to record the torpedoes through a
"malfunction.'' •.
White does not know the name
of the sonarman he talked to.
The defense department spokesman said the only records of who
the sonarman might have been
would still be on the ship, which
.is apparently somewhere nef.lr
iViet Naru..
WHITE'S SHIP, the Pine Island, was the first to enter the
war zone after the alleged attack.
Ite said that he talked to the
sonar man in February or ·Mf.lrch
of 1965 in Long Beach, Cf.llif., i~
a "chance meeting.'' He said 1ie
did not reveal it until now be·
cause "my views on the war were
developing, I was pretty well militf.lrized after I came out (}f the
service," he said.
He said it was a recent speech
by Senator J, William Fulbright
(D-Ark.), , which prompted him
to write the letter. "Fulbright
said the President was substituting the Gulf of Tonkin resolution for the Constitution,'' White
s1.1id, ·"so I thought maybe it
would help Fulbright if I knock.ed the pins out from under the
Gulf of Tonkin resolution.'' He
said he llent a copy of his letter
to Fulbright.
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Photos
By Bob Pawley

By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
Department of Labor is planning
to finance a unique new program
designed to encourage college students and young people to work
together at fighting poverty and
unemployment in cities.
SECRETARY of Labor Willard
Wirtz said the new program will
give young people the opportunity to work on the problems of ·
cities "without getting too involved with the Establishment."
The i9itial phase of the program w,ill be financed by a grant
of $300J!)()O in Manpower Development and Training Act experi. n1e~tal and demonstration funds.
' Wh: t z said the authority for
gra~tirlg funds to specific projects
will be entirely in the hands of
an Executive Review Board composed of seven Labor Department
management interns. All of the
interns are young people in their
early 20's just out of college.
"The emphasis will be completely on the young people,"
Wirtz said. "We're going to keep
our hands off of it.''
The new program was developed
velopment at the local level of
"boards" composed of college students and young community residents in poverty areas. These
boards will develop and operate
projects to meet community interests and needs through the extensive use of student volunteers.
The management intems at the
Labor Department will fund the
projects through the boards, but
will not direct them.
MANAGEMENT intem Fritz
Kramer said, "We are keeping the
guidelines for the projects as
broad as possible, but we are interested in manpower primarily.''
Local boards will be encouraged
to develop manpower-related projects that reach the poor on a
one-to-one basis through the use
of volunteers.
Wirtz is enthusiastic about the
program because of his belief
that the remainingJ,\nemplo.yment.
in this country is more the result
of personal than economic problems. Many of the problems of the
poor require case-by-case, personby-person attention, which is
where government programs are
least effective, according to Wirtz.
The new program was developed
by 25 management interns who
call themselves the Coalition for
Youth Action. The interns have
selected seven areas for initial
concentration. They are Austin,
Boston, Milwaukee, the Mississip-

Nelson Controls Ball •.. As Usual

Sophomore Becker In Action
Chaparrals Watch 'Stretch'
~I

Plans Increase

Rittenhouse Joins
UNM as Editor
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Grimes for Two
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Coalition For Youth Action Formed

Aggie Loss In

Coach King With Gene Osborne
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Jack Rittenhouse, former editor of the Museum of New Mexico Press in Santa Fe, has joined
the UNM Press as editor of
Southwestern Americana.
Rittenhouse, who attended Indiana State Unversity, is currently president of the New Mexico Historical Society and is
'known as the designer and publisher of Stagecoach Press books,
eagerly sought by connoisseurs
and by history buffs.
Rittenhouse joined the UNM
P1•ess Jan. 2.
"He will be in charge of all regional books of UNM Press," said
Roger Shugg, director of the
press.
Rittenhouse said he would con•
tinue his own Stagecoach Press,
but would probably not print as
many titles. Ite said he planned
to increase the regional output of
UNM Press.

Chaparral Apartments
• No ront 'till '68
e Immediate occupancy In jllllt completed large 1 bedroom apartment
e neautl£ul M<!dlterranean -turnlture
• Wall to waU carpet
.
• Lovelt ldtehen with dlsiXM!al and
avacado colored stove, re!rlgerator
and tllshwaaher
• Recreation room-Laundry faellltiCII
• Buz:ocr •ecurltl' ayatem
• Convcnlent to University and Down·
town
• Utllttlos paid-Sorry no pete
$125 and $130

EE Meet

pi Delta, Philadelphia, San Jose, mation in poverty areas about demic credit to students who
volunteer to work in p P v e r t y
gove~:nment programs designed to
and Washington, D.C.
areas. The group may also enserve the poor'
'~Althollgh we are starting with
KRAMER conceded that the . courage collges to offer courses
only seven areas, there may be
many more than seven projects," Labor Depat·tment program may in manpower development.
in some cases overlap with other
Kramer said.
INTERN Paul Minkoff, who existing anti-poverty efforts.
heads the Executive Review Board "There will be duplication, but
DATE CROWD -VISIT US
certainly in any of these areas
S!'i.d the $300,000- is budgeted ;for
we
will
be
working
there
is
where
only six months on an eltperimental basis. "If the program is need for duplication," he said.
In addition to the new program,
succesful, there won't be enough
money, but when the initial grant the Coalition for Youth Action is
runs out we will go back for also exploring several other projects, ranging from experiments
more," he said.
2406 Central Ave. S.E.
in
curricula at colleges and uniMinkoff said the program could
versities
to
developing
new
me.include a wide variety of projects,
Color TV - 10 per cent student discount on jointed cues, ?1-..,
such as day care centers, informa- chanisms for bringing young peocases and playing time.
tion centers, or tutorial programs. ple's attitudes and opinions into
He said one of the initial pro- the policy-making process.
FREE COFFEE FOR PLAYERS
Kramer said the Coalition may
posals calls for students to set
up a center to disseminate infor- encourage colleges to give aca-

CAMPUS

. BILLIARDS

lfs time to put up •••

(..;T

The generation that's running the show right now
Is everything you say it is.
It makes war,
Persecutes minorities, wallows in hypocnsy
And abominates your idols.
But it is a good many things
You sometimes forget it is, as well. It's
Tom Dooley, Dag Hammarskjold, Jack Kennedy.
It is concepts: the Peace Corps, Ecumenism.
The United Nations, Civil Rights.
It is awesome technology, inspired research, ennobling dreams.
You can take credit for
None of its accomplishments.
Blame for none of its sins.
But the time is near when
The terrible responsibility will be
Yours.
You can stand on the shoulders of this generation
And reach for the stars
Quite literally. Or
You can keep to the ground
Snapping at its heels.
It's your choice.
You're the candidates of the future.
You are our life insurance.

Phoenix
MUIUII·

LIFE UI$UIIAtiCE .CllltAfiY
...,._RTFORO,

t;:ONNltCTICUT

521 Spruce SE

·--·

Phon• 243·2885

of

243..0706
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The Institute of Eleetrica1 !lnd
Electronics Engineers will hold a
business meeting Wednesday, Jan.
10, at 7 p.m. in room 219 o;f the
electrical engineering building.
Business topics will include presidential electronics, open house,
·and other transactions.
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The Rowan Column
Happy $50,000,

By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON - So Dr. Christian Barnard was angry because his
new transplanted-heart patient, Philip Blaiberg, sold television rights
to the National Broadcasting Co. for $50,000.
Presumably, the now-famous young South African doctor wants to
preserve the :financial as well as the medical sterility of his operation
room-and in a way, that is laudable.
Hippocrates might, indeed, frown on giving the television producer
ami the advertising man even a tiny :fingerhold on the scalpel.

* * *

But the more I think about it, the more I think the good doctor hasn't
the slightest reason, or right, to be angered by what the Blaiberg
family did. And I would feel this way even if the Blaibergs hadn't decided to give part of the money to charity.
Dr. Barnard is already recognized the world over as a pioneer. He
has just returned to Cape Town from the United States where he was
lionized by medical men, interviewed on top-rated television shows and
received by the President of the United States. This is worth hundreds
of thousands of dollars to the doctor-and to the 30-or-more other
members of his now-famous operating team. And that is not to mention the intangible rewards to Dr. Barnard-like ego-fulfillment-that
are sometimes worth more than money.

* * *

But nobody ought to forget that Louis Washkansky, the first patient
on whom Barnard made a "successful" heart transplant, was as much
a pioneer, an adventurer, an explorer, as the doctor. But Washkansky
isn't being lionized by his peers, relishing the plaudits of 100 million
television viewers, or hobnobbing down at the ranch with the U.S.
Chief of State.
Washkansky is dead.
Philip Blaiberg knew this. And he had to assume that he, too, might
be dead seconds, hours or a few days after that young man's heart
was sewn into his chest.

* * *

Sure, Blaiberg was hopelessly ill. But it still took the remarkable
courage of the true pioneer for him to say, with Washkansky's body
barely cold: "Try me next."
So why shouldn't Blaiberg and his family try to exploit his fortitude,
his predicament, his historic position, to their benefit'! The astronauts
all do it-in a big way. Dr. Barnard exploited the situation in his way.
There is no desire to diminish the magnificence of Dr. Barnard's
achievement. But why should the doctor get all the glory and all the
gravy, and nothing be conceded to the patient simply because the
patient was already in a bad way'!
There are a lot of patients in a bad way, because of many ailments,
but very few of them care volunteering as guinea pigs for operations
that no man has yet survived.

• * *

So I say to the Blaiberg family: You should have taken the $50,000
from NBC and shared it with the family of the heart donor-with
pride. It can hardly be more than a token of what all we mortals owe
yqu, or will owe you, for helping to open the door to longer, happier
lives for millions of hopelessly ill people and their relatives.
I am sure that, whatever the degree of his anger, Dr. Barnard would
join me in wishing that Blaiberg himself eventually will be able to go
before the television cameras-and perhaps bank a quick 50 grand.

language Program
Taking Applications
The American LangUage and
Educational Center of Michigan
State University is sponsoring
seven-week-long language study
programs in :five European countries between July 1 and August
17.
Students eligible to apply for
the program must be in good
standing at UNM and have two
years of college training in a
language.

service to the other., Executive
orders have a habit of rarely being rescinded and the military
will very likely become the training ground for police to a much
greater extent than at present,
which is considerable.
The thing these events have in
common is a blurring of civilian
and military attitudes and func,tions. It is difficult to notice these
changes when they occur one at
a time and are poorly reported in
the press, but sometimes an historical perspective can give insight.

By ROGER Y. ANDERSON
The other d# in a disc1,1ssion
someon.:J pos~Jd a ques~ion about
the possibility of a military coup
in the United States. One cynic
,remarked "they just haven't told
anyone yet."
The United States, however,
has always been ready with the
military solution and not always
for reasons of self de:Cense. One
can cite the westward expansion,
the Mexican war; the Philippines,
.and many inc:idents in Latin
America. Those who interpret
the present conflict in Southeast
Asia only in terms of ·militarism
have misread history.

* * •

Charles Kerault of CBS has
.done some interesting and sensitive sketches on the evening news
recently. Just before Christmas
1le showed historically how toys
have always reflected the mood
and values of the times. It seems
that pat·ents are very honest in
communicating with their chil.dren at this very personal level.
He showed that now, more than
at any previous time (wooden,
tin, and lead soldiers included),
we visit the jargon .and symbols
of the military upon our children.
These attitudes are reflected in

• • *

Patient 8/aiberg

Anthro Club
The Anthropology Club will
meet Thursday, Jan. 11, at 8 p.m.
in room 141 of the anthropology
building. Dr. Bruce Rigsby will
speak on "The Practical Aspects
of Linguistics ·and Linguistics
Fieldwork.''

Psychology Club
The meeting the Psychology
Club scheduled for Thursday evening has been canceled.

by CHUCK REYNOLDS
There exists a dynamic in human experiences between the extremes of profundity and intimacy.
What Tennyson called "the
prison of self" can be escaped
wheJl one gives himself to the
profundity of a star-filled sky on
a clear mountain night, to a horizon encompassing only the expanse of ocean, or to the overwhelming vision from high of a
glittering city at night.
The dynamic al'ises when a person, having thus surrendered himself to the profundity of creation,
returns to :find himself in the intimate presence of someone he
loves. A turn of the head, and
consciousness rushes back from

The size of military operations
has waxed and waned in the past.
The question we must ask is one
of trend or p1·ogression-is the
military much more powerful
now than in the past; and if so,
will it ever return to a lesser
role'! The answer, strangely
enough, is probably not in the
number of men in uniform, the
.size of the war budget, or in military statistics at all. More likely,
the answer is in the civilian
world.
Several months ago, after the
.tear-gas-like compound MACE
was used on demonstrators, an
inquiry was sent to the National
.Institute of Health seeking in1formation about the nature of
.the compound and treating its effects. They had no information
and replied that it was out of
their jurisdiction. MACE was developed and tested by the military,
.presumably for use in combat op·
erations. It is now available for
use by civilian police against
civilians but without the safeguard of a rigorous testing prog;~~ under the qirection of a
~ c1V1han agency."" ~."'"·

other things. The funniest guy on
TV might be Gomer Pyle USMC.
'Then there is the curious case of
Hogan's Heroes with the caricature of the loveable Nazi. These
programs have a lot of appeal for
,kids and it is significant that the
.funny as well as the serious fig,ures on TV are cast in the mili.tary role.
·.

* * *
The present draft system assures that many young men will
have a military experience early ·
in life. Career military officers retire at a very early age and a
great many now seek second careers in the public schools. They
bring with them a military outlook that may prevail for more
than twenty years of effective
teaching and administration.
Have you noticed that practice
teachers are now called "teaching
cadets?"
And so it goes-the d1ift toward the militarized civilian, with
a built-in willingness to follow
orders. Fromm's "Escape from
Freedom" in action. I will leave
it to you to decide whether or not
it is irreversible.

Dear Editor:
I am writing in reference to a
news item that appeared in the
January 8 edition of the Albuquerque Tribune. It states that
Stokely Carmichael will lecture
at UNM on Feb. 21, 1968. It
further states that his fee of
$1500.00 will be paid by the UNM
Associated Students' Speakers
Fund which comes from the student activity fee paid by all students attending UNM.
I realize that the speakers committee is trying to provide an interesting program for the students and :faculty of UNM but
the appearance of Carmichael
could have easily been omitted.
The fee of $1500.00 is the matter which should infuriate any
member of the student-faculty
body who has a brain in his· head.
Carmichael has stated many times
that he wishes to organize a guerrilla force to operate in the suburbs of the U.s. He spent a good
deal of time in Cuba training to
be a leader in guerrilla tactics.
He was in North VietNam to offer his support to the Vietnamese.
With all that Carmichael has
done and with all that he stands
for, I cannot understand why
UNM is paying this man
$1500.00 for his ideas. Carmichael must look upon his audiences with pity for they are the
very people he intends to aim his
ideologies and tactics toward.
I do not appreciate my money
being given to a man representing
what
Carmichael
represents.
$1500.00 is a lot of money.
$1500.00 could finance seven se·
mesters of study at UNM. One•
:seventh of $1500.00 means the difference of getting a degree or not
getting a degree to many students
at UNM.
Carmichael's lecture may be
"interesting" and "informing"

* * *
The Stoner rifle is a new offensive weapon capable of penetrating cement and brick buildingS
and doing great damage. It is
basically an anti-personnel weapon, developed by the military :for
use under certain combat conditions (i.e. buildings in cities). Today it is being ordered by the De·
troit Police and will undoubtedly
become part of the regular arsenal of the civilian police.
MACE and the Stoner rifle are
signs of the times. It is not the
:fact that they were developed to
control disaffection that is important. Of chief concern should
be that they were developed under military authority and control to be released for civilian
use. These are small items but
they indicate an overlapping
function between police and the
military in research and development. Also, they show that it is
possible for the military to develop a weapon and release it to
civilian agencies at the municipal
level with only vague executive
.control and no congressional safeguards.

* * *

A few months ago, with the
approval of the secretary of defence, President Johnson issued
an eexcutive order so that military personnel could be released
from active duty early if they
took jobs as civilian police. Ostensibly, this is an emergency
measure to build up understaffed
.police units before next summer's
activity. The move certainly implies that the military and police
functions are the same and that
there is a natural and logical
transition from one branch of

but I am sure that the $1500.00
could have been used in a more
useful area. I know of some students who would have preferred
the money be directed toward a
study for a solution of the park,ing problem. I know .of stm otb(ers who would have prefened to
'give the money for an additional
weekly garbage ,collection tbl\~;
see it go to Carmtchael.

u

J. Schiefer
Co-signers:
Mark Przystas, Sandra Drummond, Kenneth D. Young, Carol
A. Young, Alberto Cano Jr., Susan Combs, John C. MacGim.v-.
ray, Jane Kaiser, Steve B~rton,
Debby Kite, and Donna Aintlworth.

KUNM Will Be a Drag
Dea~ Editor:

captured in Claude .Lelouch's "A
Man and a Woman.''
A man and a woman, alive in
the film-maker's camera artistry,

come together in this. film after
having previously l011t half of
their selves. In his sensitive and
* * *
brilliantly unobtrusive style, Le-Lelouch employs sepia techlouch takes us back to their form- niques · and frames his scenes
er lives: the man's was· full, rich, ski11fully to . achieve the delicate
and challenging; the woman's, . tempo and mood which make this
beautiful, delicate . . . and total.
film a classic. The superb per*
*
*
. But, as is true of all lives formances of Anouk Aimee, Jeanwhich embrace the world to the Louis Tritignant, and Pierre Bafullest extent without restraint, rouh consummate the excellence
both of their existences are vul- of "A Man and a Woman," now
nerable and fragile, subject to in its oll-time record-breaking secthe reality of the harsh conclusion which death can inflict upon ond run at Don Pancho's in Albuquerque.
a relationship.
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Corvette Sting Ray Convertible with removable hardtop. Its running mate: CamarCJ SS Coupe.

John Lichtensteiger

You wouldn't expect
anything to match
Corvette's sports car ride
and handling.

THE STUDENTS
WHO REALLY SAVE MONEY
TIRES

... ......
~

~~~~

...

1s as SIMPLE AS A-B-C
Buy Tokens at Change Window Insert Tokens in Pump Place Nozzle in Tank and Fuel Auto-Pump
Will Shut Off Automatically -

HIGHEST QUALITY GASOLINE

'T

•

'

Buying Gasoline at

Albuquerque - 320 Wyoming Blvd., S.E.; 2504 Broadway, S.E.,
Bridge and Isleta; Edith and Candelaria

~Corvette
-~'~"-U

. UNM's 1967 income from the
land it leases to Winrock shopping center totaled $62,924.14, annual reports indicate.
The University receives onethird of Winrock's annual net income as well as rental fees for
the adjoining medical center and
other nearby areas.
Last year's income represents a
decrease of $12,058.86 from 1966

Holidays Are Fun
And Fun is Food at
Bob's- Got the Finest
When the Holidays
Hit Ya' Heart
The Heart hits
the Hunger
Dine at Bob's
and Have a Burger

Skitch Henderson, personable
former conductor of NBC's "Tonight Show" orchestra, will be in
Albuquerque Jan. 15 for a guest
conducting appearance with the
UNM Concert Band.
A well-known conductor, composer, arranger and pianist, Henderson is equally at home with
classical music, popular music
and jazz. He has recently made
an album, "Skitch . . • Tonight!"
with the NBC Orchestra.
He will direct the UNM group
in compositions by Ralph Vaughn
Williams, Moussorgsky, Verdi
and Mancini. UNM band director,
William Rhoades, will conduct
several numbers including his
own arrangement of Charles
Ives' "America."
This will be the first appearance of the season by the Concert
Band.

~
•

Dow~, Reports Show

Slcitch Henderson
To Perform Here

L-IGHTERs Tc:eeTt·\!:::1< AND "PRE:s'(bj"

...

* * *

This is fullness of existence.
And this is the human condition

From a multiple background of
prDfundities~visual (the French
coast and the numerous other expimsive images), audial (Francis Lai's poigrumtly beautiful
soundtrack), and experiential
(the depiction of the parental
love, and the, creativity and intensity of their careers)-we are
caught in the dynamic which connects these images to the intimate
attempt to build a new existence
as one.

U.'s. Winrock Income·

Jan. 15

Referring to The Lobo's arttc!le
Monday on the change in KUNM
for the great programing they'vehad up to now (and for the program guide which lets one plan
to set time aside to catch programs. Some students can't leave
their radios on all the time),
At a time when ASUNM is
spending money on legislative
lobbyists in Santa Fe, it seems
inconsistent that the Radio Board
would reject a communications
role between the students and
their host city, as implied in the
new basic policy statement.
Could The Lobo learn how the
Board determined that the majority of students could no longer
endure over seven hours weekly
of classical music?
I wonder what it means by pop
music. The present pollution program has something to offer, but
if duplication of the content of
the city's Anglo stations, say
KQEO, is meant-it would be
redundant and a drag.

... SlMPLB! .. :-rbU RLJB TWo

.

thll cosmic to the intimate: ••. a
word • , • smile .•. a touch.
.. "

Any UNM students who are going to receive a degree in one of
the physical sciences, mathematics, engineering, or agricultural
sciences and are interested in
participating in a program that
will give on-the-job training may
be able to qualify to work as a
student trainee with the federal
government.
A competitive examination to
:fill positions of this nature in the
:five-state area of Utah, Colorado,
Wyoming, New Mexico, and Arizona can be scheduled for prospective applicants. .
Students who are chosen for
these positions will work for a
federal agency during the summer months and possibly so~e
part-time work during the academic year. When a student has
completed the training program,
participants can be brought into
the federal service in a career
position without further competition. ·
~
The qualifications for these positions call for passing a written
test and completion of one year
of academic study for the GS-3
level and two and a llalf years
for the GS-4 level.
Further information about the
opportunities are available at the
nearest office of the· Interagency
Board of Examiners or by writing
to the :Federal Job Information
Center, Federal Building Annex,
135 South State Street, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84111. ·

Letters are welcome, and
ehould be no lontrer than 250
words typewritten, double
spaced. N&Ille, telephone number and addre!a muot be in•
eluded, althouch name will be
withheld upon request.

Letters
Carmichael's Appearance
Protested

Federal Training
Open to Students
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But when you
drive "The Hugger"...
will you
be surprised!

'6BCamaro
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By NOO[.EY REINHEARDT
Effort has been the key word
in the Lobo basketball vocabulary
all season and Coach Bob King
says it is even more important
now· with the race for the Western Athletic Conference championship under way.
King, commenting on the next
13 games, says the success of the
Lobos rides on how well the team
"realizes how much effort it's going to take the rest of the way."
New Mexico meets Wyoming
here Saturday in the WAC opener
for both teams.
At the half way mark in the
season, the undefeated and eighth
ranked Lcibos still face 10 brutal
conference games, plus encounters
with New Mexico State, University of Texas-El Paso, and Denver.
King still thinks "the Western
Athletic Conference has the best
all-around teams that you can
find. There just aren't any weak
teams in our league," he said.
The head coach also says that
the Lobos' chances of winning the
WAC crown have improved tremendously since the pre-season
polls that picked UNM to finish
tied for last in the six team competition.
The 13-0 Lobos have, "good ability, fantastic effort, and great
poise," says King while preparing
for the Wyoming game. He adds,
"This team has the greatest pride

Freshman Now 6-0

of any bunch I have coached in
years."
''Everyone of the 13 teams we
still have to play can equal us in
ability and a lot of them have
more experience," says King "But
I don't think any of them have any
more poise. Our winning is just
a question of how far can effort
carry you."
Wyoming is still his choice to
win the league race, but adds,
"Yi>u have to mention Utah in the
same breath." Wyoming shared
the WAC .title with Brigham
Young University a year ago.
One of the things that enhances
the Lobos' shot at the crown, says
King, "is that we can win on the
road. Our lack of muscle is a big
factor in our being able to win
away from home. We don't muscle
anybody and we are not going to
be in as much foul trouble.''
However, the winning coach
sees little chance of the Wolfpack going undefeated. "We're
going to lose some games in the
schedule coming up. There is just
no way not to," says King.
After Wyoming, King leans towal'ds Utah and New Mexico in
the race. He says, "I think we're
in for a great race unless Wyoming can run off with it.'' He
points to strength, good speed,
good shooting, and an experienced
bench as the things that make the

Wednesday
Night

Beer for
GIRLS

Cowboys heavy favorites to win
the title.
Utah, ranked above UNM in
the wire service polls, has lost
only one game this season and
King says they could· easily win
the title with the personnel on
the Redskin team.
He also expects BYU and Arizona to make the WAC race even
more exciting by winning at least
five games each. "And when they
win, that means somebody is losing," says King,
·

• >

Sanford Will See
Little Ploy Jon 13
Ron Sanford will see only limited action, if he plays at all,
against the University of Wyoming here Saturday.
Coach Bob King said Monday
Ron would probably be out of the
hospital today so he t!an return to
class as final exams approach.
But the 6 foot 8 center will not
practice until late in the week,
"at the earliest/' says the head
coach.
Sanford spent his laat days in
the hospital with an eye injury
and with the Lou Henson trophy
on his mantle. The Lou Henson
trophy is awarded to the winner
of the Aggie-Lobo game in Las
Cruces each year.
After the team dedicated the
win over New Mexico State to
Sanford, Greg (Stretch) Howard
took the trophy to buddy Ron in
his hospital room.
The big center was the team's
l'lec:Ond leading scorer and rebounder going into the game
against NMS.

Here This Friday

Okie Joe•s

LOVERS OF GENTLE CONSORTS,
W\.~~40 ~"'~ C\\:"\~1'~"''

Effective in July

Rightminded Brothers, Devoted Sisters,
FOND GB!NDP!PAS,

Steger Appointed
Grad School Dean &~~-~~o-~~n.'J' ~ta,n.~ma.m.m.a.~,

Dr. Arthur Steger, associate
professor of mathematics at UNM
nas been promoted to associate
dean of the Graduate School, effective in July.
Assistant dean Brian O'Neil
has requested full-time teaching
duties in the department of philosopby for the next academic
year. Dr. O'Neil, starting next
September, will fill in for philosophy professor Paul Schmidt,
who is going on sabbatical leave.
Dr. WaYne Moellenberg, an assistant professor of educational
foundations at UNM, will be appointed assistant dean of the
Graduate School next fall to replace Dean O'Neil, Dr. Springer
said.
Pl'of. Steger has been a member of the UNM faculty since
1953. He took his undergrad~te
work .at the University of Pennsylvania and earned his master's
and Ph.D. degrees from the Uniof California.
Coleman is averaging 21 points a versity
Prof.
Moellenberg joined the
game and Singletary, 20. The
UNM
faculty
in 1966 after re·
Thunderbirds are averaging near- ceiving his Ed1D.
degree from
ly 90 points a game and 55 reColorado
State
College.
. bounds a game. The Coleman-Sin- .
gletary duo is responsible for 82
of these rebounds per game,
The Wolfpups are 6-0 for the
year with victories over New
Mexico Military Institute, College
of Artesia, and NMJC as season
highlights. Long, the 6''7" prep
All-American from Fort Wayne,
Indiana, is the leading Wolfpup
scorer and rebolinder.
He is averaging .43.2 points and
15 ~ebounds a game. Gibson, only
5'9'', is averaging 25.5 points a
game. Fred Gawe, a 6'3" forwrad
from Waverly, Iowa, is third in
team scoring with an average of
14.2, and .second in rebounds with
an average of 9.6 per contest. The
Wolfpups, as a team, are averaging 100.3 points a game while
yielding an average of 82 to their
opponents.

MAIDEN AUNTIES,
GENEROUS UNCLES,

EXPECTANT liEGES,
HAIRBRAINED NEPHEWS,

.A.LL,
"WILL FIND

SlDE liORSE

STUMPED?

)'ten's Sltop

If you have a problem
regarding your curriculum
or your career • • •
~onsult

COLLEGE CAREER
COUNSELING SERVICE
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D.
Office Hours by Appointment

124 Washington SE

levi StaPress

,Co/Ju

Bro'40S
Reg. $9.00 NOW $4.50

2120 Central SE

Knit Outerwear
IOFF .

JJ50

Phone 265-8288

•,

1. Dennis :Ramsey, BYU
2. Jeff Bennon, Am.
8. Brent Hale1 Utah
4. llla!Jie Blao~~;o, NM
PARALLEL BARS
l• Rich Impson, ASU
2. Paul 'l'lckeno!f, NM
a. llob Smith, NM
4. Rich McConnell, NM
TlL\MPOLINE
L Bob Smith, NM
2. Stormy Eaton, NM
3. Rlek Spann, ASU
4. Frank Sandrey, I:nr1
ALL AROUND
1. Mlka Kimball, Utah
2. J elf Bennon, Ariz.
S. Rich Impson, ASU
4. Brent Hale, Utah

Orchestra· Concert
Set For Wednesday
The department of music will
present the second UNM Orchestra concert 1>f the season on Wednesday, Jan. 10, at 8:15 p.m. in
the Concert Hall.
The program will include Gunther Schuller's Seven Studies on
Themes by Paul Klee, Piano Concerto No. S by Bela Bartok, and
Till Eulenspiegll's Merry Pranks
by Richard Strauss. Morton
Schoenfeld, professor of music,
will be the piano soloist.
Tickets are available in tlte
Conce1-t Hall Box O.ffice. General
admission tickets are $1.50 and
student tickets are 75 cents,

'
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EDITOR
NOOlEY REINHEARDT

18¢ Hamburgers
Across From Campus

Henry•s
1916 Central SE

Dobie (Jillis," etc.)
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1968: ITS CAUSE AND CURE

BOB MANNA, RANKED first in the Western Athletic Conference

on the horizontal bars, is shown here in action. The Lobo gymnastics
team will make its first home appearance of the season here against
Eastern New Mexico Friday night. Manna, a sophomore, won two
events in the Lobos' victory o•;er the Air Force Academy last week.
(UNM Photo)

Imported Fondue Cheese

SOUTHWEST

from Switzerland

Fremont's
-A Specialty Food ShopCoronado Center
298·5483

.,
I

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210" THIRD NW

2-47·8219

Are you still writing "1967" pn your papers and letters?
I'll bet you are, you scamp! But I am not one to be harsh
with those who forgot we are in a new year, for 1 myself
have long been guilty of the same lapse. In fact, in my
s·enior year at college, I wrote 1873 on my papers until
nearly November of 1874! (It turned out, incidentally,
not to be such a serious error because, as we all know, 1874
was later repealed by President Chester A. Arthur in a fit
of pique over the Black 'Ibm Explosion. And, as we all
know, Mr. Arthur later came to regret his hasty action.
Who does not recall that famous meeting between :Mr.
Arthur and Louis Napoleon when Mr. Al'i:hur said, "Lou,
I wish I hadn't of repealed 1874!' Whereupon the French
emperor made his immortal rejoinder, "Tipi que nous et
tyler tu". Well sir, they had many a good laugh about that,
as you can imagine.)
But I digress. How can we remember to write 1968 on
our papers and letters? Well sir, the best way is to find
something memorable about 1968, something unique to fix
it firmly in your mind. Happily, this is very simple because, as we all know, 1968 is the first year in history that
is divisible by 2, by 5, and by 7. Take a pencil and try it:
1968 divided by 2 is 984; 1968 divided by 5 is 393%; 1968
divided by 7 is 28H7. This mathematical curiosity will not
occur again until the year 2079, but we will all be so busy
then celebrating the Chester A. Arthur bi-centenerary
that we· will scarcely have time to be writing papers and
letters and like that.

YH, s ..t~
~~'i5~7~;~R:E.'NTS TUXEDOS
ENTtRE OUTFIT
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Indudes Shirt, Cummer•

bund, suspenders,
Handkerchief, Studs,
Cufflinks, Tie ,:mel
Boutonniere. $10.00

FIRST ami GOLD

COAT and
TROUSERS

$6.50

247...ol3.ol7

We Now Have the

Pizza & Spaghetti Room
Open for Your Dining Convenience
Everyone Welcome
Sorry- No Liquor Served to Minors

We Deliver 7 ~ights until 1:30

255-5381
Guaranteed 30 Minute Dorm Delivery

'

79¢

(By the author of"Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",

Sanitone Professional
way

.

of College Me"

On~)k~

about your clothing!
: DRY CLEANING the

'

3 Pieces and F.F.

Fried Chicken

-·· .

The Pre-Medical Society will
meet at 8 p.m. ThUl'f!day in the
faculty lounge i>:£ the Union. Dr.
William Curran, assistant dean
of the School of Medicine, will
discuss the problema of getting
into medical school• ·

call 243-5671 todayl

From Coast to·Coost
the Leader in,serving
the III$Utanc:e Needs

fidelity Onion Life

because you care .

Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM·B PM.
Counselor Alway• an Duty
2106 CentrCII S.E,
247·0836
'

Drive-In

Pre.. Med Society

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

'
~

HENRY'S

SP·ORTS
and Women

FLOOR :EXERCISE
1. J elf Bennon, Ariz.
2. Paul Tickenoff, NM
3. Bob Clayton, NM
4. Rich Impson, ASU
S'l'ILL RINGS
l. Pat Amold, Ariz.
2. Bob Shirk, Ariz,
3. Rich Impson, ASU
4. 1\!Ikc Kimball. Utah
LONG HORSE
1. l'aul Tlckeno!f, NM
2. Dave Shropshire, Ariz.
2. Jeff Bennon, Ariz.
4. Bob Shirk, Ariz,
liORIONTAL BAR
1. llob Malina, NM
2. Mike Gordon, BYU
8. Rich Impson, ASU
4. Bob Shirk, .Ariz.

Without Distinction oC Age or Sex,

UNRIVALLED!

0

Coach :Rusty Mitchell's UNM
gymnai:!tics team :makes it£; fi~st
home appearance of the season
here Friday when th~,Lobos play
}lQst to Eastern New Mexico University. The seven event dual gets
underway at 7:30 p.m. in Johnson Gymnasium.
Mitchell has been pleased with
his team's performance .in early
season meets and expects the
Lobos to notch their second
straight dual win at the expense
of the visiting Greyhounds. The
Lobos defeated the U.S. Air Force
Academy 177.35-166,05 last week
by winning all but two events.
Sophomore 'Bob Manna, currently
ranked first in the Western Athletic Conference on the horizontal
bar, was a ·double winner against
the Falcons.
Eastern New Mexico will try
. to get back on the' winning side
after losing to New Mexico State
University last Saturday 141.8512'7.05. Eastern's Bob Arrell
scored 38.10 points against the
Aggies with his first coming on
the trampoline.
Admission will be fi{) cents fol
adults with UNM students admitted on Athletic activity caTds.
Performances to Jan. 5, 1968

1720 Central SE
Phone 242-2151

UIGHLY INTERESTING I

Wolfpups to Play.NM Junior College
In Preliminary Match Here Saturday
UNM1s unbeaten freshman
basketball team will meet the
New Mexico Junior College Thunderbirds Saturday night jn a preliminary contest to the New Mexico-Wyoming WAC basketball
game. Tip-oif is set for 5:50 p.m.
The game is a rematch of Monday's game in Hobbs that the
Wolfpups won with a second half
burst, 86-75. The game also figures to match the Wolfpups' outstanding duo of Willie Long and
Petie Gibson against NMJC's Lee
Coleman and Elmer Singletary.
Long and Gibson each scored SO
points against NMJC while Singletary tallied 29 and Coleman
18 for the Thunderbirds.
NMJ"C has a a-6 ~ecord :for the
year with victories over South
Plains JC and Frank Phillips JC.

f.·

to¢ a Glass

Patronize Lobo Advertisers

'

Gymnas.tics Team t
0
Will Meet ENMU 8

-

..-·:'WAC ·Competition to. Open
l-lere Saturday vs. Wyoming

NEW MEXICO LOBO

In the Triangle Lounge Restaurant-Central at Girard N.E

Another clever little trick to fix the ye3.r 1968 in your
mind is to remember that 1968 spelled backwards is 8691.
"Year" spelled backwards is "raey!' "Personna" spelled
backwards is ..Annosrep!• I mention Personna because I
am paid to write this column by the makers of Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades, and they are inclined to
withhold my check it I omit to mention their product.
Not, mind you, that it is any-chore for me to sing the
praises of Personna, for it is a seemly blade that shaves
· you cleanly, a gleaming.blade that leaves you beaming, a
trouble-free blade that leaves you stubble-free, a match~
less blade that leaves you scratchless. If you are tired of
:facial slump, if you are fed up with jowl blight, try
Personna today ••. available both in double-edge style and
Injector style. And if I seem a bit excessive in my admira~
tion for Personna, I ask you to remember that to me
Personna is more than a razor blade; it is also an employer,
But I digress. We were speaking of the memorable aspects of 1968 and high among them, of course, is the :fact
that in 1968 the entire House of Representatives stands
for election. There will, no doubt, be many lively and interesting contests, but none, Jill wager, quite so lively and
interesting as the one in my own district where the leading candidate is none other than Chester A. Arthur!
Mr. Arthur~ incidentally, is not the first ex-president to
come out of retirement and run for the Hous.e. of Bep;re. sentatives. Jolm Quincy Adams was- the first. Mr.-Ada'ms
also holds another distinction; he was the fitst sou of a
president ever to serve as president. It is true that Martin·
Van Buren's son, Walter "Blinky" Van Buren, was at one
time offered the nomination for the presidency, but he,
alas, had already accepted a bid to become Mad Ludwig
of Bavaria. James K. Polk's son, on the other hand, became Salmon P. Chase, Millard Fillmore's son went into
aluminum siding. This later became known as the Missouri Compromise.

* * *

@ 19118, Max Shalmau

In Muaouri; or anywhere ehe, there i& no compromne
with quality in Per•onna or in Peraonntr'a partner in
ahaving pleasure-Burma-Shave. Burma-Sh.ave comes
to you in regular or menthol. Try it. You'll find it soaks
rings around any other lather.

-- ....
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WANT ADS

•'
I

r

HELP WANTED: 3 female students to
work 4 hours per day. $1.65 per hr.
after training, Call 268-9972.
ROOM&BOARD
"TRANSFERRING to UNM? Try this for
living. 20 meais a week, color TV, maid
and linen service for college students.
The College Inn, 308 Ash Street, N.E.,
Phone 243-2881."
-

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 4 drawer liJi=·ng-cab~ln:-et.-:-4""'-&-:-::"
x 15" x 2611• Excellent for class notes or
JW!t ahont anything, Phone 266-1669.
l/8-12.
•

.'
I

UNITRON TELESCOPE, excellent 2.4"
refractor. Original cost $150., now $100.
CaD 842-1895, Lee Dawson. tbru 2/5.
COLLEGE INN Contract at a discount.
CaD 243-7«0 liiTWTF 1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
FOR RENT
FURNISHED •A.PT, UtiUtiea Paid. $55.00
month. 1609 Silver SE. 243·1086.
LOST
GIRL's SUver ol: Turquoise Ring. In the
new Library-first lloor ladies' room.
Loot on ;ranuar:v 5 Jlt 1 :40 p.m. Phone
2-&8-5438 evenings, Please. Reward.

Workshop Includes
American•s Music
Works by an American will be
added to the repertory of the
UNM Opera Workshop for the
first time this month.
Two operas by contemporary
American composer Gian Carlo
Menotti - "The Death of the
Bishop of Brindisi" and "The
Medium"-will be perfo_rmed at
8:15 p.m. Jan. 11 through 14 at
the UNM Recital Hall.
Tickets for the performances
are $1.50 for general admission
and 75 . cents for students, and
are available at the box office in
the UNM Fine Arts Center.

.EXPLOSIVE!
A. LURID STORY
.
.

OPEN 2 PM

2:20 ~ 3:50 • 5:30
7:00 .. 8:30. 10:00
~=.

I

j

FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
If You Have Books You Do Not Want to Keep

·NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates ....:_ $4.50 per year
. $2.25 per semester

Check Their Value
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Despite Opposition, Carmichael Still to
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Despite strong opposition from
-numerous city residents and at
least one formal protest from an
Albuquerque civic organization,
controversial black-power advocate Stokley Carmichael is ~>till
tentatively scheduled to speak on
the UNM campus Feb. 21.
A letter released last night by
Associated Students President
John Thorson and Tom Horn,
chairman of the Speakers Committee, affirmed ASUNM's support of "free expression and interchange of ideas."
". . . The Associated Students
does not condone the actions or .

We maintain lists and buy books.every day the store is open. If the book is a
current.edition, and we have a commitment from the teaching department
that the book will be used again, we will pay

50%

OF.THE LIST PRICE

If the book is a current edition, but not in use at the University of New Mexico,
we normally pay 25% of the list price.
If the book is on old edition, sf!]rt yourself a library. The book is worth more to
you than it is to anyone else.

GROUND FLOOR

NEW MEXICO UNION

Individual students finding conflicts in this examination schedule must notify instructors concerned ~
fore Jan. 16. Any student havjng more than three examinations scheduled in .any one day may notify
the instructor of the last examination listed. If notified before Jan. 16, the ms~ructor shall make arrangements to give a special examination. Contlicl8 a..riring as a result of schedubng out of the normal
hour-patterns or day-sequences most he resolved by the instructor of the off-pattern course. A faculty
member who wishes to change the examitJatio-n time of a course ·must first secure the approval of his
Dean who will then submit fomtal requ.,.t to the Registrar.

Reference is made to first Lecture Meeting of Class in Week*
Class Hour
Examination Day
MONDAY, JAN. 22
Mor WorF
8:30
TorTh
9:30
MorWorF
12:30
TorTh
10:30
M (EVENING)
6:30, 7:00, 7:30 PM
MorWorF
TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh
Tu (EVENING)

TUESDAY, JAN. 23
9:30
11:30
1:30
12:30
6:30, 7:00, 7:30, 8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
M orWorF
MorWorF
W (EVENING)
M (EVENING)

'WEDNESDAY, JAN. 2(
10:30'
1:00, 1:30
2:30
4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
MorWorF
TorTh
Th (EVENING)
Tu (EVENING)

THURSDAY, IAN. 25
11:30
8:00, 8:30
3:30
4:00, 4:30
6:30, 7:00 PM
8:00PM

MorWorF
TorTh
TorTh

7:30
2:30
3:00, 3:30

Examination Time
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
.10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30·2:30 PM
5:30-7:30 PM
8:00-10:00 PM
8:00-10:00 PM

FRIDAY, JAN. 26

SATURDAY, JAN. 27
Tuor Th
7:30
SAT. ONLY (ALL HOURS)

7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M
12:30-2:30 PM
7:30-9:30 AM
10:00-12:00 M

• In a combined Lecture-Laboratory course, refernce is to the first lecture section Examinations In
laboratory cours)!li mr.y be given during the last week of cliLI!ses pr.,.l!dlnsr the cx~minatlon week or
during examlnat10n week at the time provided m the schedule.

SPECIAL EXAMINATIONS
SATURDAY, IAN. 20
Modern and Classical Languages (all sections of
courses numbered below 300-time and place
.. to be apnounced by the instructor.)
·
..
.·· ··.. .
.
TQl!JSDAY.,J'AN. 23
'CHEM; 101, 1021 303, 304 (ALL SECTIONS)
WEDNESDAY.SAN.U
.
. ,
C.E. 202, 302 (ALL SECTIONS)
MUS ED 293 (ALL SECTIONS)
THURSDAY, JAN. 25
PSYCH. 101 (ALL SECTIONS)

1:00-3:00 PM
and
3:30-5:30 PM
o:30-7:30 PM
3:00·5:00 PM
3:00-5:00 PM
3:00-5:00 PM

beliefs of any speaker," the letter
said, but Stokley Carmichael fulfills the criteria used in selecting
speakers.

peak

radio. The High Noon show al.lows city residents to phone in
opinions on current issues and
events in the news.
A large majority of residems
"Freedom of speech need not
expressing
on the Carmi· be justified, The burden of proof chael issue views
voiced strong opposiis on those who attempt to deny tion to Gat•michael's appearance
it. Those who seek such desires on the UNM campus. A few callundermine. a democratic society ers said that they would take action, in the form of petitions to
more than any single speaker the
University, to stop Carmichc;ould do in an hour presenta- ael from
coming to Albuquerque.
tion," the letter concludes.
The Association for Retired
Protests over Carmichael's Persons,
Albuquerque group,
speaking engagement, sponsored will send an
to the
a
formal
by the Associated Students Speaker's Committeeprotest
and
to
UNM
Speaker's Committee, came to President Tom L. Popejoy oppos,light yesterday during Ken Dun~ ing Carmicltael's visit to UNM.
nagan's High Noon show on'KOB
Dr. Donald MacKay, president
of the Association, said, "The
members of the group voted almost unanimously to lodge. a
formal protest with UNM. Since
I was the presiding officer at the
meeting, I did not vote on the
motion and the views of the Association are not necessarily my
views."
By BILL SULLIVAN
fessor, said that pornography is
MacKay said that he personalLimits on sex were called "rub- obscenity and the types of ob- ly felt that Carmichael should be
bish" by author William Eastlake scenities he is concerned about allowed to speak at UNM. The
at a panel discussion at the Hoz- are those that apply to man's mis- formal protest will not be reuse of his fellows.
leased until after next week's
hon coffee house last night.
"Erotic realism and hard-core meeting of the Association's exEarly succ(lssful societies had
no restriction on sexual activity, pornography are nothing com- ecutive board.
Speaker's Committee chairman
Eastlake said. "Perhaps pornog- pared to people's treatment of
each other in other areas," he Tom Horn said that he had. reraphy is a recent invention-pas- said. "Violence in sex is nothing ceived a number of inquiries by
sibly a Christian invention," he to what it is in society," he con- phone about Carmichael after an
continued.
tinued. Johnson said he feels we article in the Albuquerque TribProfessor Carl Selinger of the are living "a kind of an obscene une. Horn said that he could
Law School ~alked about reasons way of life."
foresee no change in'plans at this
for suppression of pornography.
b
.
·
time
and that Carmichael was
He mentionJd religion as a factor·.,__JlQ_ )3ut;.ton sa1d that obsc~n~ty still on
the schedule of speakers.
and raised the question of whether should be used as a pos1t1ve
Dr.
Harold
Lavender, Vicesociety should agree on moral fo:;ce. Burton, a UNM student and
President
for
Student
Affairs,
t d ·d
ed1tor of The Juggler, proposed
said,
"All
of
the
procedures
res an ~r s.
.
, that some obscenity might be used
Sel~nger,
the pane! ~oderator, to combat other types of obscen- quired to bring in an off-campus
questloned the poss1b1hty of a 'ty
speaker have not yet been combook's ability to create sexual 1 •
pleted, but I foresee no changes
stimuli or anti-social acts.
Dr. Henry Weihofen, UNM law in plans and I expect all proceDr. David Johnson, English pro- professor, discussed the legal dures to be in order.
problems involved in dealing with
"I certainly believe firmly in
pornographic material. He out- the right of students to hear all
lined the extremely broad con- types of controversial speakers
cepts set up by the Supreme from all sides. I also think that
Court on the subject and discussed UNM students have enough good
some of the court's decisions;
judgment to be able to listen to
these
speakers intelligently," LavEastlake maintained that it
ender
said.
must be a "petty, small civilization that has to worry about porwere also sworn in by Bill Pickens, nography.'' He said it should not Spaghetti Dinner
chief justice of Student Court. be an issue at all and that the real
problem is the attitude of ChristSigma Phi Epsilon fraternity
Sworn in at the meeting were ian churches.
will sponsor a spaghetti dinner
new senators Anne Knight, SuzElliot,
a
pastor
at
Richard
Sunday, Jan. 14 at the chapter
anne Ralls, Ray Schowers, Ross
Perkal, Cleve Seamon, Sterling Luther House, said he objected to house, 1901 Las Lomas NE. InNichols, Barbara Bennet, Mike Eastlake's setting himself up as cluded in the meal will be salad,
Cortney, Barney Paternoster, an authority on Christianity. The
Michael Cole, Robert Speer, Dale pastor stated that the function roll, main course, and drink for
of religion is to relativise values, $1. Serving time will be from 4
Fogelstrom and George Hiller.
not to sl)t absolute values.
to 8 p.m.
Other business of the meeting
included the election by acclamation of Coleman Travelstead as
president pro-tempore and the
adoption of the persent rules and
by-'laws for the '68-'69 year.

Sex Limits 'Rubbish,'
Says Panel's Speaker

associated
students
bookstOre

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
SEMESTER I, 1967-88
JANUARY 22-27, 196!!

i
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
No. 56

Freshmen Moiled ·
U. 'Course Oueries

Candid student reactions to
the UNM campus environment,
including issues of ~Student and
faculty quality, are among the
items of information sought
through a provocative que11tion~
naire to be mailed this week to
all freshmen enrolled in "ID 111:
Introduction to Contemporary
American Thought.''
Prepared by Dr. James C.
Moore, director of the testing
Mountaineers Meet
The UNM Mountaineering Club center, and Prof. Carl M. Selinger, moderator for ID 111, the
will meet at 7:30 tonight in the questionnaire also explores stuUnion. Final preparations for the dent attitudes toward both the no
ten-member expedition to Mexico examination-no grade policy of
the course, and its acdemic proover semster break will be made. gram.
According to Moore and Selinger, the purpose of the questionnaire is to aid in the evaluation
of ID 111, and generally to provide data for future academic
SERVICES
planning at the University.
TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs, experience for
Moore and Selinger believe that
students at Univ. North Carolina. ExceDent accuracy, Straight typing (term
the questionnaire affords a unique
papers etc,) 85c per page-you furnish
opportvnity for students to play
paper, Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
a role in determining the shape
nights. 242-9451.
of their own academic programs.
TYPING WANTED: 7 Yl'!f, experienee for
Because individual answers to
students nt Univ. North Carolina. Exquestions will be kept confidencellent accuracy, Straight typing (term
:Papers etc.) 35¢ per page-you furnish
tial, and will not affect an enroll:paper. Paper :furnished at one cent a
ed student's receipt of credit for
sheet. Prefer you call Tue. or Thurs.
nights. 242-9451,
ID 111, each student-whether or
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
not he has attended class regularmakes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
ly-is being asked to respond to
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
the questionnaire honestly, con~
p.m. on Monday & thursda:v. E cl; E
Tn>ewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, .Phone
scientiously,
and individually.
243-0688.

EXICO

TEXTBOOKS

ry Puhara, Jacob Matteson and
Suzanne Brel'.IJlt.
·
Tickets for the production are
now on sale at the Rodey Theater
box office, Arrangements can be ·
made by calling 277-4402. Special
rates are available to large
groups.

~

Wednesday, JaDuary 10,1968

We recommend that you ·keep your

UNM Children's ·Theater
To Present Famous Tale
The UNM Children's Theater
will present "Hansel and Gretel"
Friday at 7:30 p.m. and will run
through Sunday with three per~
forinances on Saturday, and Sun~
day at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m. and 3
p,m.
Adapted to the stage from the
traditional folk tale, "Hansel and
Gretel" will be directed by UNM
professor Gene Yell.
The well-known tale concerns
Hansel (Frank Mangano) and
Gretel (Becky Mojica) as they
stray far into the woods one day
and find themselves completely
lost and their trail erased,
They encounter a wonderfully
frantic and frowsy witch (Susan
Stoner) whose mind seems to be
on her stomach a great deal of
the time and who lives in a gingerbread house that is not for
sale.
Members of the supporting
cast include Patricia Eaves, Ger-

______

BROADWAY'S HIT musical "Hello, Dolly," starring Dorothy Lamour, will open tonight in the Concert Hall and will run through
Saturday. The road-show engagement, which will begin at 8:16 p.m.,
has been completely sold out for all three performances. "Hello,
Dolly," David Merrick's biggest hit, has grossed more than $35 million inN orth America alone.

Senate Resolution Supports
Carmichael's UNM Speech
By YVONNE LOPEZ
A bill supporting the Associated
Students Speakers Committee
and ASUNM President John
Thorson in bringing Stokley Carmichael to UNM was passed by
Student Senate in their last meeting of the semester last night.
The bill stated the Senate's support of the Speakers Committee's

'Bishop,' 'Medium'

Two Operas Open
Workshop Today
·Two operas by contemporary
composer Gian Carlo Menotti will
be presented by the UNM Opera
Workshop in the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Center beginning
tonight and running thrqugh Sunday.
·
The operas, ''The Death of the
Bishop of Brindisi," and "The
Medium," will be presented in
English and are being directed by
Jane Snow.
"Tho Death of the Bishop of
Brindisi" is a short production
which tells the story t~f the ehil·
dren's crusade to the Holy Land.
The other, "The Medium," in~
valves a medium who believes her
own powers to be occult and concludes with a savage crime.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. Subscription or general admission
tickets are $1.50 and student tickets are 75 cents.

complete authority in making
decisions to bring outside speakers to UNM.
"Although we do not necessarily
condone the beliefs, actions, or
statements of any speaker that
appears on this campus, we do
support their right to hold such
beliefs and their right to appear
at UNM," the resolution: said.
In a roll-call vote of the senators in attendan~e, 17 members
voted in favor of the bill and
three senators-Dale Fogelstrom,
Anne Knight and Suzanne Rallsabstained.
Student Senate also passed a
bill allocating $500 to the Book
Exchange Committee for the operation of the SDS-NSA Book Exchange.
The bill also stated that any
profit after operating expenses
will be reverted to the reserve
fund.
The book exchange, to be held
Jan. 22-27, will be in room 128 of
the Union. Students wishing to
sell their textbooks will · be able
to price their own books.
A third bill authorizing the acceptance of activity tickets· for
admission to ASUNM sponsored
events from all member schools
of the New Mexico Association of
College Student Governments for
ASUNM sponsored events was
also introduced,
Introduced by senators Barbara
Bennet and Coleman Travelstead,
the bill was referred to the Senate
Steering Committee for study.
Thirteen new senato1·s elected
during fall elections on Dec. 1o

Bob King Will Speak
In Union Mall Forum
The first Friday forum on timely campus issues will feature
New Mexico basketball conch
Bob King talking about tbi$
year's undefeated team.
The informal discussion will be
on the mall north of the Union
and will start at 11 :45 a.m. and
end at 12:30. Sportscaster Gene
Osbourne of KDEF and Lobo
Sports Editor Nooley Reinheardt
will ask some of the questions.
King will also answer questions
from the audience in the program.
Other futut•e guests will come
from the faculty, administration,
and student body.
The new program is sponsored
by the Alert Center.

AUTHOR WILLIAM Eastlake, right, makes a point in the panel
discussion on censorship and pornography at Ute Hozhon coffee house
last night. Other panel members included law prof(lffsor Carl Selinger,
left, and Lobo staff member Chuck Reynolds. Pornography should not
be an isue, Eastlake said, because the real problem is an unhealthy
attitude toward sex.
·
'
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